
An all purpose notebook backpack with rain protection

The BacPac Element reliably protects your mobile computing equipment in wind and rain.  The special rain 
cape - located in the front pocket - makes for perfect protection from moisture, by simply pulling it over the 
backpack.

The notebook is kept safely in the detachable notebook sleeve in the main compartment:  depending on the 
situation, it can be easily removed allowing ÂnormalÊ backpack use.  Furthermore, the main compartment of-
fers additional storage room for documents, as well as special pockets for glasses, wallets etc.  The attached 
front pockets not only hold the rain cover but also offer plenty of space for other mobile equipment.
Mp3 players, mobile phones, and PDAs are safe in the detachable multimedia pocket on the carry strap, and 
side mesh pockets offer instant access for other small items.

The adjustable and padded shoulder straps, integrated chest strap, and breathable back padding remove any 
back strain and make for comfortable transportation.

Available in black, olive green, and blue.
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BacPac Element

Available from:

Hypertec Ltd
2 Swangate, Charnham Park, Hungerford, Berks, RG17 0YX

t: 0870 243 5603         f: 0870 243 5604
w: www.hypertec.co.uk

Specification: 
Colour:     Black&White, Red&White, Green&White
Dimensions:    360mm x 490mm x 250mm OR 14.2‰ x 19.3‰ x 9.8‰
Weight:     1.4kg  
Material:    Polyester
For Notebooks up to:   15/15.4‰

Part Codes: 
N17208PHY    Black BacPac Element
N17218PHY    Blue BacPac Element
N17228PHY    Olive Green BacPac Element
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